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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The material being presented is confidential and intended for the 
person to whom it has been delivered and may not be reproduced or 
distributed. The material Is for informational purposes only and should 
not be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or other 
financial instrument or to provide any investment advice or service. 
LGIMA does not guarantee the timeliness, sequence, accuracy or 
completeness of information included. Past performance should not be 
taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance and no 
representation, express or implied, is made regarding future 
performance. All concentration, credit and other pertinent information is 
subject to change.

Key risks: Strategy subject to various risks including duration, credit 
and default risk.

Introduction
All pension plan sponsors use financial 
management policies (including funding, 
investment and cost/liability management) to 
manage liability-based challenges over time.2
They must decide how much money to contribute 
into the plan each year, how to invest the money 
and how to measure the liability growth and cost 
of the plan over time. We believe that there is no 
“one-size-fits-all” answer to these interrelated 
policy decisions, as the right answers will be 
based on each plan’s situation. We also believe 
that each plan should use an integrated financial 
management approach in order to deliver the best 
outcomes. As a result, we propose an expanded 
perspective for understanding and measuring 
market risk for public plans. In the words of 
management guru Peter Drucker, “You can’t 
manage what you don’t measure.”

Monitoring market risks can add value for public 
plans.3,4,5 Specifically, it is important to 
understand the influence of market interest rates. 
When the general level of interest rates falls, 
prospective returns on all investable assets 
decline, thereby increasing the net present value 
needed to meet the future liability payment stream 
(and vice versa). With this backdrop, we 
recommend that public plans should understand, 
measure and monitor market risks. In this way, 
they are able to make informed decisions about 
whether and how to manage risk. 

Disclosures
Views and opinions expressed herein are as of November 2019 and 
may change based on market and other conditions. The material 
contained here is confidential and intended for the person to whom it 
has been delivered and may not be reproduced or distributed. The 
material is for informational purposes only and is not intended as a 
solicitation to buy or sell any securities or other financial instrument 
or to provide any investment advice or service. Legal & General 
Investment Management America, Inc. does not guarantee the 
timeliness, sequence, accuracy or completeness of information 
included. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or 
guarantee of future performance and no representation, express or 
implied, is made regarding future performance. 

Past performance, including hypothetical returns, does not guarantee 
future results, and the strategy bears the risk of potential loss.

We are not recommending changes to how public 
plans determine contribution or accounting 
requirements, but are simply acknowledging that 
measuring and understanding market risk will 
lead to better risk management and decision-
making. We will continue to expand on this theme 
throughout this paper and in future papers, 
including a review of how public plans have 
historically measured market risk, an examination 
of liquidity needs for public plans, and an 
exploration of how various investment strategies 
(e.g. return enhancement, tail risk protection, and 
other hedging approaches) can fit into an 
effective risk management strategy. Throughout 
our papers on public plan financial management, 
we will address the interaction of investment 
policy, liability and cost measurement, and 
funding policy.

“Measure twice, cut once” - John Florio1
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Why an expanded perspective is valuable
Public plans currently measure pension plan 
liabilities differently than corporate plan sponsors. 
Reporting standards for public plans suggest that 
liabilities can be calculated using the long-term 
expected return on plan assets as the discount 
rate.6 For public plans, this means market interest 
rate risk is largely unmeasured (or at least under-
measured), so the impact of fluctuating interest 
rates is not transparent and readily observable. 
This does not mean market risk does not exist. It 
just means risk is not fully measured for each 
distinct time period, but rather manifests itself 
over longer periods of time. Figure 1 shows 
historical levels of interest rates compared to 
typical public plan expected return assumptions. 
The green line represents 30-year Treasury 
yields. The yellow line shows estimated market 
value interest rates (the rate at which an 
insurance company would value the benefit 
promise to plan participants). The dashed blue 
line represents the median expected return 
assumption among large public pension plans. 
The chart illustrates how public plan assumptions 
have not fully reflected falling interest rates in 
recent years. Generally, public plans do not fully 
reflect rising interest rates in each particular year 
either.

In the chart, notice how the persistently low 
interest rates are leading to a continued decline in 
funding discount rates (the blue dashed line is 
marching in the direction of the lower market 
rates). This suggests that while public plans do 
not necessarily experience the impact of 
fluctuating interest rates in the short term, they 
are subject to interest rate levels over longer time 
horizons.

Figure 1 represents a long period of generally 
declining interest rates. We wanted to further 
investigate the idea that rising (and persistently 
high) interest rates and falling (and persistently 
low) interest rates do affect expected returns for 
public plans over time. We needed to expand our 
time period in order to do so, and looked at a 
recent study from the Stanford Institute for 
Economic Policy Research (SIEPR).8 The study 
tracked assumptions for a large public plan over 
30-plus years. Over this longer time period, we
see examples of both rising and falling interest
rates. An example of a period of rising rates is the
late 1970s to early 1980s (1977–1982). A period
of falling rates came in the early 1990s to early
2000s (1993–2003). Figure 2 shows that when
rates rose (and kept rising), the plan in the study
eventually raised its expected return assumption.
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We believe that the adoption of a market-based 
monitoring framework by the public pension plan 
community will reduce risk and provide information 
to plans to make ever more informed decisions 
about liability measurement and funded status 
management. We suggest that public plans10

expand their approach to pension risk monitoring 
to incorporate market-based funded status 
measures into their measurement and evaluation 
of risk.

Understanding market value measures of benefit 
promises and funding targets, funded status and 
funded status volatility provides plan sponsors with 
valuable insights about the relative aggressiveness 
or conservatism of assumptions and the risk-return 
trade-offs of various risk management strategies, 
and helps identify opportunities for improved 
outcomes. As various entities (GASB6, SOA5, etc.) 
encourage the evolution of public plan reporting 
toward market-value disclosure, having the 
analytic tools necessary to evaluate the impact can 
only benefit public plans and plan participants. 

Concluding comments
Our approach to enhancing public plans’ risk 
management through additional measurement and 
monitoring of risk has many advantages. First, our 
approach can be practically implemented gradually 
over time. It doesn’t require an immediate 
complete makeover of the entire investment 
strategy and asset allocation. We will cover other 
aspects of this approach incrementally in future 
papers. The key point of this paper is to embrace 
the wisdom of Peter Drucker and realize that risk 
cannot be managed unless it is measured. 
Measurement of market risk requires incorporating 
the current level of interest rates into evaluating 
funded status risk. Measuring market risk enables 
effective risk management and reduces risk. It 
aligns pension risk management with the plans’ 
long-term and steady-state goals.

Additionally, it provides a straightforward and 
widely applicable approach that is grounded in 
objective and observable market information. 
Ultimately, we believe that the adoption of this 
approach by the public pension plan community 
over time will reduce risk and provide information 
to plans to make ever more informed decisions 
about liability measurement and funded status 
management. 
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Figure 1: Comparing discount rate bases

Sources: LGIMA, BAML, Bloomberg, Public Plans Data website.7 For 
illustrative purposes only.

Figure 2: Period of rising interest rates – 1977 
to 1982

Sources: LGIMA, Bloomberg, Public Plans Data website.7 SIEPR.8 For 
illustrative purposes only.
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Another element of the overall financial 
management strategy is the plan funding strategy. 
Note that the actuarial liability (AL) functions as a 
funding target for the plan. Is the strategy to fund 
enough to fully fund the plan’s actuarial liability? 
Or, alternatively, is the funding approach to target 
a lower funded status over time (60%, 70%, 80%, 
etc.)? Let’s look at what has happened to plans’ 
funded status by comparing the market value of 
assets to the reported AL. Figure 6 shows how 
reported AL funded status has trended down over 
time (from 95% at the median in 2001 to about 
75% in 2018).

How does measuring and monitoring market-
related risk help public plans?
We have suggested that public plans understand 
the value of the benefit promise to participants 
(this is the value to participants irrespective of 
how a plan’s assets are invested). This is the 
present value of benefits valued at a market 
interest rate and represents the value an 
insurance company would assign to the promise. 
We have also suggested that plans monitor a 
market-related expected return. This can provide 
insights into how liability measurements fit into 
the overall financial management strategy. With 
these added monitoring tools, we can begin to 
discuss pension financial management 
(investment policy, funding policy, cost/liability 
management policies) in an integrated way. 
Figure 7 summarizes how this integrated pension 
financial management framework could be 
described.

Figure 6: market value of assets / actuarial 
liability 

Sources: LGIMA, Public Plans Data website.7 For illustrative purposes only. 
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Similarly, Figure 3 shows that when rates fell (and 
kept falling), the plan kept lowering the return 
assumption (similar to the pattern we see among 
public plans today shown in Figure 1).

So, while there is not an immediate interest 
sensitivity that is automatically measured for 
every time period, there is a tendency over the 
long term for the level of interest rates to affect 
public plan expected return/discount rate 
assumptions.

Think of interest rates as the water level as the 
tide rises and falls, either lifting or lowering all 
boats (i.e., all financial asset classes). What type 
of return should you expect from stocks for 
example? Should you expect 8% regardless of 
this building block interest rate? Or ask yourself, if 
the nominal risk-free interest rate on Treasuries 
were 0%, what would be an attractive return for a 
stock portfolio? If nominal risk-free Treasuries 
were yielding 10%, would your answer change? 
We would argue that stocks need to offer a much 
higher return potential in the latter scenario than 
the former. If the expected return assumption is 
not moving with market rates, this suggests the 
expected risk premium on equities and other 
return-seeking assets (RSA) is moving. 
Understanding and evaluating this nuance of 
expected returns is another important aspect of a 
broad risk management perspective.

Financing decisions and the role of the 
expected return assumption
Implicit in any large purchase is a decision on 
how the buyer is going to pay for it. One simple 
approach is to pay the whole amount up front at 
the time of sale. This makes a lot of sense when 
the benefits of the purchase accrue entirely to the 
purchaser. The other approach is to finance the 
purchase into installments over the useful life of 
the purchased item. In this latter situation, the 
purchaser makes assumptions to determine the 
proper installment schedule. One can aim to 
reduce the early installment amounts, hope that 
assumptions materialize and adjust as needed as 
actual experience plays out. Alternatively, one 
can aim to make larger early installment amounts 
based on more conservative assumptions and 
adjust as needed as well. Either approach can 
make sense. The former is more attractive 
immediately (it defers funding needs), whereas 
the latter approach does a better job at 
meeting/exceeding future expectations (it 
minimizes unpleasant surprises in the future).

Financial Management for Public Plans
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Monitoring interest rates 
When the general level of interest rates falls, 
prospective returns on all investable assets 
decline, thereby increasing the net present value 
needed to meet the future liability payment stream 
(and vice versa). This simple idea that interest 
rates are a key building block to determining and 
evaluating expected returns is why monitoring 
market risk is important.

Expected return = market interest rates + 
the risk/return premium on return-seeking 

assets9

Figure 3: Period of declining interest rates –
1993 to 2003

Sources: LGIMA, Bloomberg, Public Plans Data website.7 SIEPR.8 For 
illustrative purposes only. 

Figure 7: Pension plan financial management 
framework

The market value of the benefit promise 
includes the value gap between the value of 

the benefit promise to participants and the plan 
funding target (the actuarial liability)

Combination of the unfunded AL (red) and the 
value gap (yellow) captures the overall 

financing strategy and requires coordinated 
financial management policies

The assets set aside so far to meet the benefit 
promise

Source: LGIMA. For illustrative purposes only. 
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To put these ideas into practice, consider a 
pension plan. It needs to purchase benefits it has 
committed to pay the participants. The pension 
liability measurement serves as a funding target 
that reflects the plan sponsor’s financing 
preferences. The sponsor can use a high 
expected return assumption to defer funding (the 
installment purchase approach described above) 
and hope for strong investment returns to help 
pay these future installments. Alternatively, the 
sponsor can use a lower expected return 
assumption (funding more in the near term) and 
increase the likelihood that future installments are 
reduced by good experience (more pleasant 
surprises and fewer unpleasant ones).

Implementing market-based monitoring 
Next, we want to provide some background and 
historical perspective on public plan expected 
return assumptions, decompose this assumption 
into building blocks (interest rates + risk/return 
premium) and discuss how historical reported 
funded status compares to market-based 
measures of funded status.

Public plans currently measure pension plan 
liabilities using the long-term expected return on 
plan assets as the discount rate.6 As noted 
above, when the underlying level of interest rates 
changes, so does the long-term prospective 
return on all investable assets. As seen in Figures 
1–3, actual experience has been that public plans 
and their actuaries do reflect market movements 
in interest rates over time, but only partially in any 
given year.2,10 So, for public plans, market interest 
rate risk is under-measured on a year-over-year 
basis. The level of rates does work its way into 
liability measurements over time, as illustrated in 
Figures 1–3.

Figure 4: Historical discount rates for the 
largest public plans

Sources: LGIMA, Public Plans Data website.7 For illustrative purposes only.
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As described above, a common approach to 
developing an expected return assumption is to 
use a building block approach9 – start with 
interest rates, then add a risk/return premium to 
get to an overall expected return. We suggest 
using a market rate for interest rates and then 
developing an expected risk premium by 
multiplying the premium the plan expects to earn 
on its equities and other risk-seeking assets by 
the percentage allocation to risk-seeking assets. 
One could describe the result of this calculation 
as a market-related expected return (or discount 
rate). The rate would fluctuate with market 
interest rates and would generally have a 
relatively stable expected risk premium (if the 
plan asset allocation were not changing). 
Contrast this to Figure 5, which shows that 
implied risk premiums have migrated to higher 
levels over time for public pension plans. 
Monitoring the risk premium being assumed is 
important because it is a significant element of 
the overall financial management strategy. For 
this reason, tracking and monitoring the building 
blocks for a market-related discount rate and 
comparing these to the building blocks for the 
actual expected return being used as the discount 
rate can provide insights into how various 
elements of the financial management program 
are working together.

Liability-Driven Investing for Public Plans: 2019

Figure 5: Implied risk premium

Sources: LGIMA, Public Plans Data website.7 For illustrative purposes only. 

Pension financial management
An integrated financial management program is 
enhanced by monitoring market-based risk. We 
suggest monitoring the market-related discount 
rate described above because it captures current 
market interest rates and best reflects an estimate 
of expected returns using a building block 
approach. We also suggest that public plans track 
liabilities and funded status using a market 
interest rate. In other words, “measure twice, cut 
once.” Both market-based measures of discount 
rates and funded status help sponsors 
understand market volatility and how under-
measured risk may be fluctuating. This can be 
valuable information for purposes of liability 
measurement and funded status management as 
well as for investment policy. This can be done 
solely for information and risk management 
purposes – we are not suggesting that changes 
need to be made to how plans determine 
contribution requirements or report liabilities or 
funded status. We do think having market-based 
funded status information can help plan 
sponsors11 make ever more informed decisions 
around funded status management and have 
more confidence in the choices they make about 
funding, investment policy and liability 
measurement.
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Figure 4 shows the range of discount rates used 
by public plan sponsors (the maximum, 75th 
percentile, median, 25th percentile and 
minimum). We can see that discount rates have 
fallen less than the drop in market interest rates 
seen in Figure 1. This is consistent with what we 
saw in Figures 2 and 3 where we observed that 
the plan in the Stanford study moved its expected 
return in the direction of rates when rates rose or 
fell, but the movement occurred incrementally 
over time.

One factor playing into the relatively modest 
movement in discount rates as compared to 
market rates is that the implied risk premium 
assumed for plan assets has increased over the 
time period. The implied risk premium can be 
thought of as the actual expected return assumed 
(the discount rate used to value the liability) 
minus a market value interest rate (the market 
rate an insurer would use to determine the value 
of the benefit promise to participants). We show 
this implied risk premium in Figure 5.
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As described above, a common approach to 
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minimum). We can see that discount rates have 
fallen less than the drop in market interest rates 
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saw in Figures 2 and 3 where we observed that 
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Similarly, Figure 3 shows that when rates fell (and 
kept falling), the plan kept lowering the return 
assumption (similar to the pattern we see among 
public plans today shown in Figure 1).

So, while there is not an immediate interest 
sensitivity that is automatically measured for 
every time period, there is a tendency over the 
long term for the level of interest rates to affect 
public plan expected return/discount rate 
assumptions.

Think of interest rates as the water level as the 
tide rises and falls, either lifting or lowering all 
boats (i.e., all financial asset classes). What type 
of return should you expect from stocks for 
example? Should you expect 8% regardless of 
this building block interest rate? Or ask yourself, if 
the nominal risk-free interest rate on Treasuries 
were 0%, what would be an attractive return for a 
stock portfolio? If nominal risk-free Treasuries 
were yielding 10%, would your answer change? 
We would argue that stocks need to offer a much 
higher return potential in the latter scenario than 
the former. If the expected return assumption is 
not moving with market rates, this suggests the 
expected risk premium on equities and other 
return-seeking assets (RSA) is moving. 
Understanding and evaluating this nuance of 
expected returns is another important aspect of a 
broad risk management perspective.
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Why an expanded perspective is valuable
Public plans currently measure pension plan 
liabilities differently than corporate plan sponsors. 
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expected return on plan assets as the discount 
rate.6 For public plans, this means market interest 
rate risk is largely unmeasured (or at least under-
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This does not mean market risk does not exist. It 
just means risk is not fully measured for each 
distinct time period, but rather manifests itself 
over longer periods of time. Figure 1 shows 
historical levels of interest rates compared to 
typical public plan expected return assumptions. 
The green line represents 30-year Treasury 
yields. The yellow line shows estimated market 
value interest rates (the rate at which an 
insurance company would value the benefit 
promise to plan participants). The dashed blue 
line represents the median expected return 
assumption among large public pension plans. 
The chart illustrates how public plan assumptions 
have not fully reflected falling interest rates in 
recent years. Generally, public plans do not fully 
reflect rising interest rates in each particular year 
either.

In the chart, notice how the persistently low 
interest rates are leading to a continued decline in 
funding discount rates (the blue dashed line is 
marching in the direction of the lower market 
rates). This suggests that while public plans do 
not necessarily experience the impact of 
fluctuating interest rates in the short term, they 
are subject to interest rate levels over longer time 
horizons.

Figure 1 represents a long period of generally 
declining interest rates. We wanted to further 
investigate the idea that rising (and persistently 
high) interest rates and falling (and persistently 
low) interest rates do affect expected returns for 
public plans over time. We needed to expand our 
time period in order to do so, and looked at a 
recent study from the Stanford Institute for 
Economic Policy Research (SIEPR).8 The study 
tracked assumptions for a large public plan over 
30-plus years. Over this longer time period, we 
see examples of both rising and falling interest 
rates. An example of a period of rising rates is the 
late 1970s to early 1980s (1977–1982). A period 
of falling rates came in the early 1990s to early 
2000s (1993–2003). Figure 2 shows that when 
rates rose (and kept rising), the plan in the study 
eventually raised its expected return assumption. 
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Financial Management for Public Plans

We believe that the adoption of a market-based 
monitoring framework by the public pension plan 
community will reduce risk and provide information 
to plans to make ever more informed decisions 
about liability measurement and funded status 
management. We suggest that public plans11 

expand their approach to pension risk monitoring 
to incorporate market-based funded status 
measures into their measurement and evaluation 
of risk.

Understanding market value measures of benefit 
promises and funding targets, funded status and 
funded status volatility provides plan sponsors with 
valuable insights about the relative aggressiveness 
or conservatism of assumptions and the risk-return 
trade-offs of various risk management strategies, 
and helps identify opportunities for improved 
outcomes. As various entities (GASB6, SOA5, etc.) 
encourage the evolution of public plan reporting 
toward market-value disclosure, having the 
analytic tools necessary to evaluate the impact can 
only benefit public plans and plan participants. 

NOTES: 

Concluding comments
Our approach to enhancing public plans’ risk 
management through additional measurement and 
monitoring of risk has many advantages. First, our 
approach can be practically implemented gradually 
over time. It doesn’t require an immediate 
complete makeover of the entire investment 
strategy and asset allocation. We will cover other 
aspects of this approach incrementally in future 
papers. The key point of this paper is to embrace 
the wisdom of Peter Drucker and realize that risk 
cannot be managed unless it is measured. 
Measurement of market risk requires incorporating 
the current level of interest rates into evaluating 
funded status risk. Measuring market risk enables 
effective risk management and reduces risk. It 
aligns pension risk management with the plans’ 
long-term and steady-state goals.

Additionally, it provides a straightforward and 
widely applicable approach that is grounded in 
objective and observable market information. 
Ultimately, we believe that the adoption of this 
approach by the public pension plan community 
over time will reduce risk and provide information 
to plans to make ever more informed decisions 
about liability measurement and funded status 
management. 
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Figure 1: Comparing discount rate bases

Sources: LGIMA, BAML, Bloomberg, Public Plans Data website.7 For 
illustrative purposes only.

Figure 2: Period of rising interest rates – 1977 
to 1982

Sources: LGIMA, Bloomberg, Public Plans Data website.7 SIEPR.8 For 
illustrative purposes only.
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The material being presented is confidential and intended for the 
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distributed. The material Is for informational purposes only and should 
not be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or other 
financial instrument or to provide any investment advice or service. 
LGIMA does not guarantee the timeliness, sequence, accuracy or 
completeness of information included. Past performance should not be 
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subject to change.

Key risks: Strategy subject to various risks including duration, credit 
and default risk.

Introduction
All pension plan sponsors use financial 
management policies (including funding, 
investment and cost/liability management) to 
manage liability-based challenges over time.2
They must decide how much money to contribute 
into the plan each year, how to invest the money 
and how to measure the liability growth and cost 
of the plan over time. We believe that there is no 
“one-size-fits-all” answer to these interrelated 
policy decisions, as the right answers will be 
based on each plan’s situation. We also believe 
that each plan should use an integrated financial 
management approach in order to deliver the best 
outcomes. As a result, we propose an expanded 
perspective for understanding and measuring 
market risk for public plans. In the words of 
management guru Peter Drucker, “You can’t 
manage what you don’t measure.”

Monitoring market risks can add value for public 
plans.3,4,5 Specifically, it is important to 
understand the influence of market interest rates. 
When the general level of interest rates falls, 
prospective returns on all investable assets 
decline, thereby increasing the net present value 
needed to meet the future liability payment stream 
(and vice versa). With this backdrop, we 
recommend that public plans should understand, 
measure and monitor market risks. In this way, 
they are able to make informed decisions about 
whether and how to manage risk. 
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Past performance, including hypothetical returns, does not guarantee 
future results, and the strategy bears the risk of potential loss.

We are not recommending changes to how public 
plans determine contribution or accounting 
requirements, but are simply acknowledging that 
measuring and understanding market risk will 
lead to better risk management and decision-
making. We will continue to expand on this theme 
throughout this paper and in future papers, 
including a review of how public plans have 
historically measured market risk, an examination 
of liquidity needs for public plans, and an 
exploration of how various investment strategies 
(e.g. return enhancement, tail risk protection, and 
other hedging approaches) can fit into an 
effective risk management strategy. Throughout 
our papers on public plan financial management, 
we will address the interaction of investment 
policy, liability and cost measurement, and 
funding policy.

“Measure twice, cut once” - John Florio1


